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AVTECHs ClearPath service draws media attention 
AVTECH recently gained attention in both Swedish and foreign media in connection with "Met Office 
Industry Week" together with project partners Met Office and Norwegian Airlines. Focusing on the 
use of high-resolution weather forecasts, AVTECH's latest product ClearPath was presented and how 
it already today helps airlines fly more efficient resulting in a directly reduced environmental impact. 

With Norwegian as the launch customer, AVTECH presented how ClearPath benefits from new high-
resolution weather forecasts from the Met Office and how ClearPath enables a fuel saving of 1.6% at 
cruise altitude. The live webinar was well attended by audiences from airlines, air traffic control, 
journalists, and other stakeholders in the aviation industry. The great commitment from the audience 
during the subsequent panel debate was also gratifying. 

Link to Met Office video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G0pJo0HuSGw   

Link to SVT article: https://www.svt.se/nyheter/inrikes/sa-kan-flygplan-anvanda-vadret-for-att-
minimera-utslapp   

Link to Sky News: https://lnkd.in/eccr2UF  

"We are once again seeing evidence of increasing interest in services that contribute to a more 
sustainable recovery of the aviation industry and where AVTECH's services are fully in line with this 
development. The product portfolio developed by AVTECH in recent years is based exclusively on 
existing equipment in the aircraft, which means that all our services are easy to deploy for airlines and 
quickly produce results in terms of reduced fuel consumption and reduced environmental impact for 
each individual flight", says Niklaes Persson, Director of Marketing at AVTECH.  

AVTECH is now continuing to deploy the service for more airlines that have queued up to test 
ClearPath in their operation. 

 

For more information, please contact 

Niklaes Persson, Director of Marketing, +46 (0) 8 544 104 80 
David Rytter, CEO, +46 (0) 8 544 104 80 
 

This information was submitted through the above contact person’s provision for publication on 
June 8, 2021 at 11:00 CET. 
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About AVTECH Sweden AB (publ) 

AVTECH develops products and services for digital air traffic control systems. Customers are the aviation 
industry's various players such as airlines, airports, aviation, technology companies and aircraft manufacturers. 
With the help of the company's products and services, each individual flight or the entire flight operation can be 
optimized in terms of economy, noise and emissions, efficiency, punctuality and safety. The head office is in 
Stockholm. AVTECH Sweden AB (publ) is listed on NASDAQ First North Growth Market and has appointed Redeye 
AB to certified adviser. Email address: certifiedadviser@redeye.se and telephone number +46 (0)8 121 576 90.  
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